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Night ShiftAnchor
Stephen King’s first collection of short stories showcases the darkest depths of
his brilliant imagination and will "chill the cockles of many a heart" (Chicago
Tribune). Featuring “Jerusalem’s Lot," the basis for the upcoming tv series
Chapelwaite. Here we see mutated rats gone bad (“Graveyard Shift”); a
cataclysmic virus that threatens humanity (“Night Surf,” the basis for The Stand);
a possessed, evil lawnmower (“The Lawnmower Man”); unsettling children from
the heartland (“Children of the Corn”); a smoker who will try anything to stop
(“Quitters, Inc.”); a reclusive alcoholic who begins a gruesome transformation
(“Gray Matter”); and many more shadows and visions that will haunt you long
after the last page is turned.
The Night Shift stories are about the relationships and adventures shared
between a shift of four 1970s mainframe computer operators.
A new heroine hits the urban fantasy scene in this spectacular series about an
exorcist by New York Times bestselling author, Lilith Saintcrow. When things go
bump in the night, I bump back. Hard. Every city has a hunter -- someone brave
enough, tough enough, and fearless enough to take on the nightside. Santa Luz
is lucky. They've got Jill Kismet. With a hellbreed mark on her wrist and a lot of
silverjacket ammo, she's fully trained and ready to take on the world. Except the
world isn't the problem. The problem is hellbreed thinking they can run her town,
and a clutch of nightmarish murders. It looks like a rogue Were is killing his way
through Santa Luz, and he's got help. So does Jill--but help isn't what this new
hunter needs. She needs a miracle. But miracles are in short supply. Better stick
with more ammo... Welcome to the Night Shift... Jill Kismet Novels Night Shift
Hunter's Prayer Redemption Alley Flesh Circus Heaven's Spite Angel Town Jill
Kismet (omnibus) For more from Lilith Saintcrow, check out: Gallow and Ragged
Trailer Park Fae Bannon and Clare The Iron Wyrm Affair The Red Plague Affair
The Ripper Affair The Damnation Affair (e-only) Dante Valentine Novels Working
for the Devil Dead Man Rising Devil's Right Hand Saint City Sinners To Hell and
Back Dante Valentine (omnibus) A Romance of Arquitaine Novels The
Hedgewitch Queen The Bandit King Blood Call (coming August 2015)
Late at night after children have gone to bed, people who work the night shift, like
street sweepers, window dressers, newspaper printers, road workers, and donut
bakers, are doing their jobs.
'Debi Gliori is amazing. Her pictures offer people an insight into depression that
words often struggle to reach. She makes visible the invisible. And I for one want
to thank her for that.' - Matt Haig, bestselling author of Reasons to Stay Alive A
groundbreaking picture book on depression with stunning illustrations. With
stunning black and white illustration and deceptively simple text, author and
illustrator Debi Gliori examines how depression affects one's whole outlook upon
life, and shows that there can be an escape - it may not be easy to find, but it is
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there. Drawn from Debi's own experiences and with a moving testimony at the
end of the book explaining how depression has affected her and how she
continues to cope, Debi hopes that by sharing her own experience she can help
others who suffer from depression, and to find that subtle shift that will show the
way out. 'I have used dragons to represent depression. This is partly because of
their legendary ability to turn a once fertile realm into a blackened, smoking ruin
and partly because popular mythology shows them as monstrous opponents with
a tendency to pick fights with smaller creatures. I'm not particularly brave or
resourceful, and after so many years battling my beasts, I have to admit to a
certain weariness, but I will arm-wrestle dragons for eternity if it means that I can
help anyone going through a similar struggle.'
Combined sales of over 250,000 copies demonstrate the terrific impact Robert
Lesslie’s first three books have had on readers. In Angels on the Night Shift, the
fourth book based on his 30 years’ experience in the ER, Dr. Lesslie draws open
the curtain on the lives, the dramas, and the close human connections hidden
away behind hospital walls—events that, day and night, reveal nurses, doctors,
patients, friends, even strangers to be “angels” in disguise. Hope, beauty, love,
warning, and faith all intermingle in these fast-paced stories as readers witness
belief and trust during tragedy and triumph observe hearts and motives starkly
revealed catch glimpses of miracles as they unfold see demands for split-second
action discover life lessons for themselves Readers will gain a window on some
of life’s greatest wonders and mysteries as they share intimate joys and
struggles of people just like them.
Sally Otis works as a waitress in order to support her three children and a jobless
younger sister. They live in a down-trodden apartment house, which they share
with other working class tenants. Her husband is in a State mental hospital and
most likely there for good. Her deadbeat younger brother and a lodger from
across the hall pay board to eat in her crowded little flat. As Christmas
approaches, there is no money for gifts and no prospect of her husband returning
home. As her burden becomes intolerable, Sally's sturdy courage begins to falter.
To make matters worse, the sleazy, suspicious owner of the local night club Nick Toresca - takes a fancy to Sally and won't leave her alone. As he is the
brother of her boss at the greasy spoon, she is in no position to call the shots.
Things are shaken up when Sally's sister - the swaggering, glamorous,
independent Petey Braun - appears on the scene. All loud laugh, deep voice, selfconfident aplomb and worldly generosity, Petey grabs the spotlight and centre of
the stage and never lets them go. She is an American career woman - one who
makes a career of men: she is a master of her trade. To give Sally a break, Petey
sets about to dazzle Nick so that he has no eyes for Sally. Nothing is
straightforward when Petey gets involved, however, so what follows is a swiftpaced tale of tension, excitement and sibling rivalry as the very different worlds of
Sally and Petey collide . . .
A stolen kiss in the ER Five years ago brooding ex-military medic Gareth Stapleton lost his
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beloved wife to breast cancer. Since then he's kept his distance from everything and everyone.
Until Dr. Billie Ashworth-Keyes waltzes into his life and turns it upside down… Gareth is
intrigued by the vivacious ER doc, but he knows she's off-limits. Then, one night shift, Gareth
finds himself locked in the hottest kiss of his life! Suddenly he realizes that Billie is exactly what
he needs to make his days—and nights—a lot more meaningful!
Between ruling the night shift in the ER at the Rivers and raising her teenage daughter, Blaise
Richeilieu has all the drama she needs in her life. When a dashing young attending appears on
the scene and relentlessly pursues her, Blaise has plenty of reasons to say no—or at least she
tells herself she does, despite Grady’s nearly irresistible charm. Even if Blaise had the
slightest desire to play Grady’s game, the past she’s kept hidden from everyone is a secret
she intends to keep buried. What Blaise doesn’t know is the barriers she constructs make
Grady even more determined to find a way through them.
In an urban-fantasy anthology, four of today's biggest authors take readers into darkly
seductive worlds inhabited by their most popular characters. Original.
DON'T MISS SEASON 2 OF MIDNIGHT, TEXAS, THE NBC PRIMETIME TELEVISION
SERIES BASED ON THE BESTSELLING NOVELS! From the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the Sookie Stackhouse novels comes the third novel of Midnight, Texas, the town
where some secrets will never see the light of day... At Midnight’s local pawnshop, weapons
are flying off the shelves—only to be used in sudden and dramatic suicides right at the main
crossroads in town. Who better to figure out why blood is being spilled than the vampire
Lemuel, who, while translating mysterious texts, discovers what makes Midnight the town it is.
There’s a reason why witches and werewolves, killers and psychics, have been drawn to this
place...
"Robin Triggs does a good job setting up a climate of suspicion in Night Shift, and the book has
some genuinely chilling moments." - Crime Review Antarctica. A mining base at the edge of
the world. Anders Nordvelt, last-minute replacement as head of security, has no time to
integrate himself into the crew before an act of sabotage threatens the project. He must
untangle a complex web of relationships from his position as prime suspect. Then a body is
found in the ice. Systems fail as the long night falls. Now Anders must do more than find a
murderer: he must find a way to survive. Will anyone endure the night shift, or will ice and
frozen corpses be all that remains? FLAME TREE PRESS is the new fiction imprint of Flame
Tree Publishing. Launching in 2018 the list brings together brilliant new authors and the more
established; the award winners, and exciting, original voices.
Kate Murphy is just a nurse and single mom who wants to slip into her forties quietly, and
finally lose those last 10 pounds. After a savage attack during her night shift break, Kate is
turned into a vampire to save her. Now, she is thrust into a world that she didn’t know existed;
trying to figure out how to keep her new condition secret from work, kids, and her ex-husband
without missing a step. It’s funny how the word vampire will make you forget you have a water
bill. Unfortunately, Sorin, the Lord of the city, has sent her on a suicide mission to find the thing
that left her for dead before it kills again and he doesn’t take “no, thanks” for an answer.
Despite knowing she should despise him, the passion he has ignited inside her is hard to
control and she is quickly losing the reasons she shouldn’t give in...especially when he makes
it clear that he wants the same thing. Kate will need to reach inside herself to find the strength
that was always there and finally learn...she was never “just” anything.
A #1 New York Times Bestselling AuthorA Novel of Midnight, Texas (Book 3)From the
bestselling author of the Sookie Stackhouse novels -- "the Mark Twain of things that live under
your bed" (Houston Press) -- comes a new novel of Midnight, Texas, the town where some
secrets will never see the light of day.
Taryn Joyner never thought much about sex and never in her wildest dreams imagined that
she'd wind up working in an 'adult' store for a living. But that's exactly where she is at 25 years
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old, starting a night job at Dreamz, Tampa, Florida's premiere porno shop. Surrounded by
dildos, handcuffs, and latex clothes, Taryn isn't sure what to make of her new surroundings,
not to mention the wacky store owner who parades around in lingerie, but then a familiar face
walks into the store and her world begins to change… Now you can guide Taryn through her
"sexploration" as she discovers the amazing things that Dreamz, and its customers, have to
offer. Will she have a steamy one-night stand with a lesbian toy seller? Will she learn the finer
points of vibrator masturbation? Will she teach a tantric sex class? And most importantly, will
she learn to open herself to the full realm of possible sexuality? The choice is yours!

A father shares dinner and bedtime rituals with his daughter before going out to work
the night shift.
Originally published in hardcover in the United States: New York: Doubleday, 1978.
It’s 1962, and college freshman Walter Bremen leaves the comfy but stifling town of
Prairie Centre, Minnesota, whose claims for importance are the fancy spelling of its
name, that it is in Lake Wobegon Country and that the July Fourth Parade Queen rides
on the back of an un-dented, un-rusted Ford flatbed truck. He heads to the University of
Minnesota ("Bobby" Dylan territory then). The population of Prairie Centre is 4,000. The
student population of the University of Minnesota is 40,000. By the end of the novel,
Walter lives in a snowy and crumbling Mississippi River levee town, population 40.
What happened along the way? The University? His rooming house (The Pink Palace)?
his Russian professor who is arrested? Chez Roy's (the restaurant where he worked)?
Linda, the campus princess whom he loves? And Veronica, the crabby waitress with
whom me must work in the evening? He will learn that the further and faster you run
from home, the sooner you get there.
This booklet provides straightforward advice on how best to prepare before working the
night shift, how to stay alert and refreshed while on duty and how to recover from
working nights.
From Alex Finlay, the author of Every Last Fear, comes The Night Shift, a breakneck
new thriller about a pair of small-town murders fifteen years apart, and the one man
whose life in inexplicably linked to both...
Lynn Saville photographs New York during the time of transition from daylight to night,
the fleeting moments when natural light gives way to streetlight, moonlight, window
light, and advertisement and surveillance lighting. Subdued tones and shadows reveal
a geometry hidden beneath the visual distractions of daylight. Saville has sought out
places that seem questionable—deserted factories, back alleys, the shadowy
infrastructure of urban highways and bridges that suggest the city’s exoskeleton.
Unpopulated and sometimes unsettling, these images can be read on many levels; their
evocative colors can seem garish or sublime. Taken together the photographs of
Night/Shift create a unique portrait of the city and a personal meditation for each
viewer.
A changeling will do anything to find and keep his mate in this smoldering story from
New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh. Bastien Smith is frustrated. A
changeling male should be able to track his mate anywhere—through fire and hail, snow
and rain. But he keeps finding and losing her scent in the city streets, ever since he first
became aware of it two weeks earlier, when the elusive fragrance awakened the
leopard within him... Then Bastien is suddenly confronted with his prey. Kirby is an alltoo-human woman who wants Bastien just as much as he wants her. But he can’t deny
what his body and senses are telling him: there is a raging chaos inside of Kirby that he
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doesn’t understand, secrets that whisper awake at midnight and cause her terrible
pain. If they’re to have any chance of forever, then he must solve the mystery that is
Kirby... Secrets at Midnight originally appeared in Night Shift. INCLUDES A TEASER
FOR ALLEGIANCE OF HONOR Praise for Nalini Singh and her Psy-Changeling
Novels “Nalini Singh is a master storyteller.”—Maya Banks, #1 New York Times & USA
Today bestselling author “An amazing…series.”—USA Today “An amazing
storyteller.”—Smexy Books
“America’s favorite writer” (The New Yorker), #1 bestselling phenomenon Nora
Roberts, delivers an emotion-charged thriller in Night Shift—the first Night Tales
novel—revealing the passionate relationship between a late night deejay being stalked
over the airwaves and the police detective assigned to protect her. Cilla O’Roarke’s
voice breaks the darkened, early a.m. silence, connecting with the lost and lonely
listeners who tune in and hang on every word she whispers. Admiring, awkward callers
come with the territory, but the man threatening to kill her rings in every night, relentless
in his cruelty. Assigned to protect Cilla, Detective Boyd Fletcher meets a strong-willed
woman who’s suspicious of cops, but willing to accept his help. Now, together in close
quarters, Cilla and Boyd find their growing mutual desire undeniable—even as a
predator moves ever closer for the kill.

A witch with a side hustle. Star needs another paying gig while she finishes up
witch training. Why not at a funeral home? It fits her goth image, and the funeral
director is sort of hot...even if he does wear a suit and tie. The job seems perfect,
until Star discovers one of their accidental death clients didn’t die accidentally.
Before she knows it, she’s neck-deep in paranormal intrigue and her completely
human, way-too-nice-for-his-own-good boss is right there with her.
A collection of tales to invade and paralyse the mind as the safe light of day is
infiltrated by the shadows of the night. As you read, the clutching fingers of terror
brush lightly across the nape of the neck, reach round from behind to clutch and
lock themselves, white-knuckled, around the throat. This is the horror of ordinary
people and everyday objects that become strangely altered; a world where
nothing is ever quite what it seems, where the familiar and the friendly lure and
deceive. A world where madness and blind panic become the only reality.
Nursing during night shift may have many advatanges, but it can also lead to
many health problems, and possible social isolation. Night Shift Nursing provides
helpful tips to both nurses and employers on ways to maintain a more healthy
environment for health care providers and to help nurses love the night shift.
A haunting, compelling debut novel of complex female friendship and obsession,
following one young woman’s decision to abandon her normal life and join the
otherworldly, nocturnal existence of London’s nightshift workers. “A firecracker
of a book—toxic, sexy, pacey and packed with humor. It's a long time since I read
something so gloriously nihilistic, and I won’t be forgetting it anytime soon.” —
Elizabeth Macneal, internationally bestselling author of The Doll Factory When
twenty-three-year-old Meggie meets her distant and enigmatic new coworker
Sabine, she recognizes in her the person she would like to be. Meggie is
immediately drawn to worldly, beautiful, and uninhibited Sabine; and when
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Sabine announces she’s switching to the nightshift, Meggie impulsively decides
to follow her. Giving up her daytime existence, her reliable boyfriend, and the
trappings of a normal life, Meggie finds a liberating sense of freedom as she
indulges her growing preoccupation with Sabine and plunges into another
existence, immersing herself in the transient and uncertain world of the nightshift
worker. While the city sleeps, she passes the hours at work clipping crime stories
from the next day’s newspapers. The liminal hours between night and day are
spent haunting deserted bars and nightclubs with her eclectic coworkers and
going on increasingly wild adventures with Sabine. Yet the closer she gets to
Sabine, the more Sabine seems to push her away, leaving Meggie desperately
trying to hold on to their intense friendship while doubting if she truly knows her
friend at all. A fresh twist on the coming of age story and a dark love letter to city
life, Nightshift explores the thin line between self-invention and self-destruction,
as Meggie’s sleep deprivation, drinking, and fixation with Sabine gain a
momentum all their own. Vividly set in late-nineties London and framed by
Meggie’s present-day reflections, Nightshift is a captivating and moving debut
that asks profound questions about who we are and if we can truly escape
ourselves.
In The Night Shift, Dr. Brian Goldman shares his experiences in the witching
hours at Mount Sinai Hospital in downtown Toronto. We meet the kinds of
patients who walk into an E.R. after midnight: late-night revellers injured on their
way home after last call, teens assaulted in the streets by other teens and a
woman who punches another woman out of jealousy over a man. But Goldman
also reveals the emotional, heartbreaking side of everyday E.R. visits: adult
children forced to make life and death decisions about critically ill parents, victims
of sexual assault, and mentally ill and homeless patients looking for
understanding and a quick fix in the twenty-four-hour waiting room. Written with
Goldman’s trademark honesty and with surprising humour, The Night Shift is
also a frank look at many issues facing the medical profession today, and it offers
a highly compelling inside view into an often shrouded world.
This simple, accessible little devotional should be taken like a medicine in daily
dosages: repeat as necessary until your spirit is heartened. I was moved in my
spirit and heartened in my commitment to act by contemplating these lives and
these prayers. I trust you will be, too. Expect to be sobered, nourished, uplifted,
and spurred to responsive action. In short, expect to be blessed and edified. --Dr.
William David Spencer
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Sookie Stackhouse novels
comes a new novel of Midnight, Texas, the town where some secrets will never
see the light of day...
Relatively high wages and the opportunity to be part of an upscale, globalized
work environment draw many in India to the call center industry. At the same
time, night shift employment presents women, in particular, with new challenges
alongside the opportunities. This book explores how beliefs about what
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constitutes "women's work" are evolving in response to globalization. Working the
Night Shift is the first in-depth study of the transnational call center industry that
is written from the point of view of women workers. It uncovers how call center
employment affects their lives, mainly as it relates to the anxiety that Indian
families and Indian society have towards women going out at night, earning a
good salary, and being exposed to western culture. This timely account illustrates
the ironic and, at times, unsettling experiences of women who enter the spaces
and places made accessible through call center work. Visit the author's website
at http://www.working-the-nightshift.com and facebook group.
When social worker Hildy Schneider commits to an after-hours side job, she finds
herself drawn into the darker side of small-town Sorenson, Wisconsin—and the
twisted mind of an unnamed killer . . . Strange things have been happening since
Hildy started moonlighting with local police, but a desperate late-night call
involving a former patient from Sorenson General Hospital tops the list. Although
Danny Hildebrand has been tormented by hallucinations for years, he swears
he’s being haunted for real by the victim of a grisly murder . . . The rambling
ghost story seems like another delusion. But after a body turns up in a neglected
farmhouse crawling with secrets, Hildy and the magnetic Detective Bob
Richmond rush to explain Danny’s knowledge of the incident. As the crimesolving partners unwittingly grow closer while examining a series of eerie leads,
they realize that surviving past sunrise means shedding light on a criminal willing
to do whatever it takes to stay in the shadows . . . Praise for Annelise Ryan and
her Mattie Winston series “The funniest deputy coroner to cut up a corpse since,
well, ever!” —Laura Levine, author of Killer Cruise “The forensic details will
interest Patricia Cornwell readers . . . while the often slapstick humor and the
blossoming romance between Mattie and Hurley will draw Evanovich fans.”
—Booklist “Has it all: suspense, laughter, a spicy dash of romance.” —New York
Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen “[Ryan] smoothly blends humor,
distinctive characters, and authentic forensic detail.” —Publishers Weekly
A comprehensive, eye-opening exploration of what dreams are, where they come
from, what they mean, and why we have them. Questions on the origins and
meaning of dreams are as old as humankind, and as confounding and exciting
today as when nineteenth-century scientists first attempted to unravel them. Why
do we dream? Do dreams hold psychological meaning or are they merely the
reflection of random brain activity? What purpose do dreams serve? When Brains
Dream addresses these core questions about dreams while illuminating the most
up-to-date science in the field. Written by two world-renowned sleep and dream
researchers, it debunks common myths?that we only dream in REM sleep, for
example—while acknowledging the mysteries that persist around both the science
and experience of dreaming. Antonio Zadra and Robert Stickgold bring together
state-of-the-art neuroscientific ideas and findings to propose a new and
innovative model of dream function called NEXTUP—Network Exploration to
Understand Possibilities. By detailing this model’s workings, they help readers
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understand key features of several types of dreams, from prophetic dreams to
nightmares and lucid dreams. When Brains Dream reveals recent discoveries
about the sleeping brain and the many ways in which dreams are
psychologically, and neurologically, meaningful experiences; explores a host of
dream-related disorders; and explains how dreams can facilitate creativity and be
a source of personal insight. Making an eloquent and engaging case for why the
human brain needs to dream, When Brains Dream offers compelling answers to
age-old questions about the mysteries of sleep.
Night shift is a difficult time to work. Do you work at night and feel tired all the
time? Would you like to feel energetic at work, and think more clearly? Would you
like to get better sleep? Would you like to avoid the groggy feelings that many
night shift workers face? Would you like to have a normal appetite again? And be
happier and less irritable? Dr. Steve Frei has been a night-shift-working
emergency physician for over 30 years. Here is his practical guide to help you
adapt to night shift in a scientifically based way. It answers your most difficult
night shift questions: When should I sleep? How do I get to sleep easier? When
can I exercise? Should I take sleeping pills? What can I do to stay awake and
alert at work? Should I drink a lot of coffee? What about naps? Get the benefits
of the newest research on circadian rhythms and shift work, sound sleep, light
treatments, melatonin, napping, diet, caffeine, exercise, medications, and much
more.
Police procedurals go supernatural in this gritty urban fantasy debut by Michael
F. Haspil in Graveyard Shift Alex Menkaure, former pharaoh and mummy, and
his vampire partner, Marcus, born in ancient Rome, are vice cops in a special
Miami police unit. They fight to keep the streets safe from criminal vampires,
shape-shifters, bootleg blood-dealers, and anti-vampire vigilantes. When
poisoned artificial blood drives vampires to murder, the city threatens to tear itself
apart. Only an unlikely alliance with former opponents can give Alex and Marcus
a fighting chance against an ancient vampire conspiracy. If they succeed, they'll
be pariahs, hunted by everyone. If they fail, the result will be a race-war bloodier
than any the world has ever seen. “Gritty urban fantasy and hard-boiled noir
packed into a hand grenade of awesome!” —Mario Acevedo, author of Werewolf
Smackdown
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